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Hydraulic Power and Coal Loading at
Newcastle Harbour, New South Wales
DAMARIS BAIRSTOW
The Hunter River Valley north of Sydney contains one of the richest known and first discovered
coalfields in Australia. A series of sandstone escarpments to the south virtually isolated the Hunter
from Sydney in the nineteenth century. Exploitation of the Hunter coal reserves necessitated the
establishment of a port at Newcastle, at the mouth of the Hunter River. This paper traces the
development of Newcastle's coal wharves on what were originally mud flats and sandbanks in the
estuary and, simultaneously, the construction of the first ofAustralia's hydraulic power-houses built
to provide powerfor the cranes. The author is a consultant archaeologist who has worked in Sydney
and Newcastle.

The east coast of Australia is not endowed with natural
harbours. In the nineteenth and early twentieth century, river
estuaries were used for local shipping but, for the main part,
the river mouths were shallow. Navigation was hazardous.
Furthermore, the eastern rivers are short, being confined to a
narrow coastal plain which is cut off from the interior by the
Great Dividing Range. Gaps in the Divide are few and far
between. Few, therefore, of the river ports had much by way
of hinterland to supply or receive trade goods.
One exception to this rule is the Hunter-Goulbum river
system, which, alone in New South Wales, penetrates the
Eastern Highlands and provides access to the interior. The
Hunter Valley contains also one of the richest coalfields in
the continent. Coal was a major reason for the establishment,
at the mouth of the river, of the first penal settlement on
mainland Australia outside the County of Cumberland
(Sydney). That settlement was to develop into the city of
Newcastle (Fig. 1).
Newcastle, as a harbour, had much the same problems as
other river ports. A treacherous sandbank stretched from the
north across much of the entrance. Low, sandy islands dotted
the estuary. Mudbanks built up near the shores. The harbour
as seen today was made not by nature but by man. Indeed,
much was the creation of one man, Edward Moriarty.
Early coal loading in Newcastle was concentrated on the
south side of the harbour. The south side was protected from
prevailing storm winds. The south side was where the mines
were. By the 1860s, however, coal exploitation was spreading
west as more and more coal companies entered the field.
Production increased. Expansion of wharfage on the south
side of the harbour was limited by the depth of water.
Congestion grew, as did delays in loading.
As early as 1857, Moriarty advocated that wharves be built
on Bullock Island, now Carrington, a narrow mudflat partially
submerged at high tide, which ran approximately north to
south some 3km west of the harbour mouth. The land required
would be reclaimed using ships' ballast. In August 1861,
Moriarty propounded his views to the Philosophical Society
in Sydney. A transcript of his paper was published in the
Newcastle Chronicle on 21 and 24
in that year. At
that time, a sandbank of some 650ha ran north to south on
the east of the island. Moriarty proposed depositing a cordon
of ballast along the margin of this bank. which would both
prevent it flooding at high tide and also divert the flow to
scour a channel east of the ballast. Ultimately, this dyke
would be widened and faced with a line of wharves which
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Fig. 1: Hunter River Estuary (c.1824), adapted from Public Records
Office (London) Map Co. 201/194.

would be connected with Bullock Island by an area of
reclaimed land, leaving some 360ha of water to form an
eventual shipping basin to the south.'
The concept was grandiose, possibly the biggest harbour
construction proposal in the southern hemisphere. It took
some time to gain government acceptance and many years
were to pass before the project was completed, though it was
never intended that the whole be built immediately. From the
beginning, however, construction was geared to the eventual
creation of the total complex comprising both the dyke and
the basin, as dotted lines on harbour charts from this time on
indicate. In the maps included here, those lines have been
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Fig. 2: Reclamation and wharf construction at Bullock Island in
1. T Gowlland:
(a) 1866, (b) 1874, (e) 1876. Adapted from:
Newcastle Harbour, Newcastle Region
Library (NRPL/ LHM
A 623.894/28. (b) D. T Allan: Chart
Newcastle Harbour and Port
Waratah, Mitchell Library (ML) M2
(c) D. TAllan:
Chart of Newcastle Harbour and Port Waratah. ML M2811.252/
1875/1.
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Fig. 5: Plan of Bullock Island Hydraulic Power-House. 1877, adapted
from later plans.
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was then concentrated on Bullock Island.
All government coal-loading facilities on the south side of the
harbour were closed down, prematurely it would seem, since
the Newcastle Morning Herald, in December 1888, reported
that ships were lying four abreast at the upper Dyke. To ease
the situation. three of the five steam cranes from the Newcastle
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be cut away. The rock-cutter, Poseidon, was used but by 1898
nothing had been done about the wharves. Towards the end
of that year, the biggest sand-pump in the colony, the Castor,
was brought to Newcastle." In 1899, wharf construction
started at last but it was only a start. As with the Dyke, the
wharves were built in sections as reclamation allowed. The
first 182m (600 feet) were built in 1899'" but the next 213m
(700 feet) were not completed until 1901. According to the
Newcastle Morning Herald, this section was the strongest
wharf in Australia:

20m

Fig. I I: Plan of Bullock Island Hydraulic Power-House, 4th
Extension, 1914. Adapted from New South Wales Railways Archives
Plan No, 15915.
Fig. 12: Bullock Island Wharves, 1918. Adaptedfrom New South
Wales Railways Archives Plan No. 18608,

Mc:Myler Hoist

'two rows of piles pitched five feet [1.5m I apart, and
two rows pitched ten feet [3m] apart, with caps 16 x 14
inches [406 x 356mm], and girders 17 inches 1432mm]
in diameter. '411

15

ton stationary luffing

Morison

By that time. six movable hydraulic cranes. which were
designed to operate in pairs on three berths inside the Dyke.
had been ordered. On 3 August 1899, the Newcastle Morning
Herald had fondly anticipated the arrival of the cranes before
Christmas and the start of operations by the middle of the
following year. By November 1901. only one crane had been
installed.'! The remainder were erected over the next few
years, during which the number of berths was increased to
four. so that only cranes 1 and 2, 5 and 6 worked in tandem.
Meanwhile the power-house was re-equipped to meet the
increased demand for hydraulic power. In 1900, plans were
received from Sir W. G, Armstrong, Whitworth & Co, Limited,
for a second compound steam pumping engine. the No.4.
The Newcastle Morning Herald. in 1906, recorded plans to
replace the 1877 Cornish boilers with Babcock and Wilcox
boilers fitted with chain
stokers. A copy plan marked
'detached from E
but with an illegible original
date. shows boilers fitted with mechanical stokers in the 1877
10). A
boiler-room. which seem to be those referred to
branch railway with turntable led to the front of the boilerroom, where a lO-ton coal hopper had been erected with
direct access into the boiler-room. Regrettably. the site of the
hopper has been cemented. concealing any remains which
may survive. A second branch line entered the east boilerroom. Presumably this. too. was to allow coal to be discharged
directly in front of the boilers. The plan also shows a further
extension described as a battery-room. Batteries to store
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electric power were later to be installed in
of this room,
The old
cranes still worked
side
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Dyke but were considered obsolete.
hoists
a disaster.
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operating overseas. In 1916, the first travelling electric crane
on the Basin came into use." The old hydraulic cranes were
being overshadowed.
With the Depression of the 1930s, cranes Nos 4-9 went out
of commission, not to be used again except for a
in
1938, when Nos 8 and 9 loaded while
were
effected at the Basin. Nos 4 and 5 were demolished in 1936.
The
boilers and steam
by electric
motors and
for a
to be
on
of the Nos 1 and 2
in 1940. The first pumping set was lost at sea,
did not take place until after the War. It
necessitated considerable alterations to the
foundations.
The extant foundations and indented floor in the eastern half
the
outline this structure
then
the movable cranes were controlled from the powerhouse. Cranes
10 on the
idle for
twenty years,
demolished in 1956 to make
for a belt loader. In
the movable cranes gradually went out of
o c r VI'LC. The
demolished in 1964 and the wharf was
left to rot.
Piece
the
has
The
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the
accumulators.
had to
be cut into sections to be
from their towers. Only the
shell of the building remains
14). The lion above the
great arched door stares with unseeing eyes over the bulk
coal
of the modern port.
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Fig. 14: Front entrance of Bullock Island Hvdraulic Power-House
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